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so we started with a small handheld tuner and plug-and-play capability, and raised the bars, along with the power. we used two 7 pound, three wire clip-on modules, one for each engine. clip-on modules in the past have been a good guess on the module you need. but we were lucky this time. the key to a vcu is the virtual
control unit. its the brains of the operation. it is a complete ecu on a circuit board that contains all of the ic's and logic circuitry needed to control an engine. the vcu not only controls fuel to air ratios, timing, and spark, but it also holds more than 30 memory locations. these memory locations are different for each fuel, and

adjust for a variety of variables, such as barometric pressure, and load range. once your chosen battery charger is calibrated, the charger will load the necessary calibrations for each cell and switch to the correct output level. the msrp is $29.99 and you can purchase them at this link:
http://www.automotive.ca/products/stealth-injector.php note: the ca will either ship to you or your dealership if they have stock, you can contact them if you are interested in obtaining a unit. keep in mind that the stealth pro injector is not compatible with the line of exile inverters. restart your system and connect the stealth
pro cart and cart injector to the swift backplane connector. once the system is powered on and the phone line is activated, set the stealth pro cart power level to 75. the nozzle spray and pressure control feature allows the stealth 64 to quickly and easily be tailored to specific needs. the 6 suction settings from off to maximum

pressure of 10 psi are easily adjusted and can be reversed. adjusting the nozzle spray and pressure is as easy as pushing the button on the nozzle. each nozzle spray setting will provide the same volume of water sprayed, which can be easily adjusted by hitting the button in the opposite direction.
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the 3rd gen stealth 65 is an upgraded, drop-in, replacement turbo for 2004-2007 5.9l cummins. it is designed to bolt in and requires nothing other than removing the factory turbo and dropping this one in its
place. the turbo features a custom profile, 65mm (actual measurement 64.5mm) billet wheel perfectly mapped to a modified compressor cover and 62mm, 10-blade turbine inside the he351's 9cm housing.
the cummins stealth 64 is an upgraded, drop-in, replacement turbo for the 2003-2007, 5.9l cummins. itis designed to bolt in and require nothing else than removing the factory turbo and dropping this one in
place. the turbo features a custom profile, 65mm (actual measurement 64.5mm) billet wheel perfectly mapped to a modified compressor cover and 64mm, 10-blade turbine inside the he351's 9cm housing.
the cummins stealth 67 is an upgraded, drop-in, replacement turbo for 2003-2007, 5.9l cummins. it is designed to bolt in and requires nothing other than removing the factory turbo and dropping this one in
place. the turbo features a custom profile, 67mm (actual measurement 66.5mm) billet wheel perfectly mapped to a modified compressor cover and 65mm, 10-blade turbine inside the he531's 9cm housing.
the tiny stealth gen 1 has had its official reveal in our hands. it will be available in numbers starting november 18 and is aimed at the ultralight market with an msrp of only $109.99 and when it's shipped to

retailers, it'll be priced a little over half that. it measures only 33mm (1.2 inches) in diameter and weighs just 67g (2.2 ounces) including its remote reservoir fill plug. with a 44mm (1.7 inch) high radiator with
an optional aircraft fin, it's aimed at builders who want performance without a sound that can be heard coming from their vehicle. 5ec8ef588b
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